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ABSTRACT
A new type of computer-controlled instrument has been developed
to measure microviscoelastic

properties of

thin materials.

It can

independently control and measure indentation loads and depths in situ
revealing information about material creep and relaxation.

Sample and

indenter positions are measured with a specially designed polarization
interferometer. Indenter loadings can be varied between 0.5 and 10 grams
and held constant to ±41 mg.

The resulting indentation depths can be

measured in situ to ±1.2 nm.

The load required to maintain constant

indentation depths from 0.1 to 5.0 microns can be measured in situ to
±3.3 mg and the depth held constant to ±15 nm.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Characterizing the mechanical properties of thin materials, such as
microhardness, creep, and relaxation, is important to material scientists,
tribologists, and others who study friction, wear, and lubrication.

Many

standard

These

microhardness

testers are

commercially available.

instruments use static indentation methods to measure a material's
resistance

to

properties are

permanent

(plastic)

not as easily

deformation.

characterized,

Microviscoelastic

however.

Since

these

properties are a result of both plastic and elastic deformation, they
require dynamic in situ indentation methods. For example, creep denotes
increasing indentation depth into a sample when a constant load is
maintained, and relaxation occurs when the load required to maintain
constant depth decreases.

Both phenomena are a result of viscous flow

of the material.
The

ViscoElastoMeter

(VEM)

has been built to characterize

viscoelastic creep and relaxation properties and produce fine scratches.
The VEM can control either indentation depth or load and monitor the
other versus time.

Within the instrument, a polarization interferometer

monitors the indentation depth by continuously monitoring the relative
positions of the sample and indenter.
into the indenter.

A linear actuator loads the sample

The indenter load is computed using (1) the spring

constant of a calibrated parallel spring guide to which the indenter is
mounted and (2) the interferometric indenter position data.
computer and its associated electronics provide control.

A personal

Here, the VEM, its polarization interferometer, control hardware
and software, and operating procedures are described.

General results

based on initial tests performed on various materials are also presented to
demonstrate the capabilities and performance of the VEM.
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II.

VEM OPERATION

The VEM performs a test by forcing a sample of the material into
contact with an indenter causing the indenter to partially penetrate the
sample.

The VEM can test material samples 100 mm long, 3 mm thick,

and 20 mm wide or smaller.

The material sample is clamped to the top

of a mirror which is kinematically mounted to the moving stage of a
damped parallel spring guide (Figure 1).
smooth, low-friction vertical motion.

The spring guide ensures

A linear actuator nested inside the

parallel spring guide drives the moving stage vertically.

The indenter is

suspended above the sample and screws into the bottom of the moving
stage of another damped parallel spring guide.
kinematically mounted to the top of this stage.

Another mirror is
The indenter spring

guide is independently calibrated and checked for linearity so that the
indenter load can be correctly inferred.

Both spring guides are damped

to prevent oscillations and utilize auxiliary counterbalance springs to keep
the spring guides close to their neutral unstressed position where their
motion is linear.
The vertical positions of the sample and indenter mirrors, and
thus

the

positions

of

the

sample

and

indenter,

independently by the polarization interferometer.

are

monitored

Light from a helium-

neon laser enters the polarization interferometer where the light beam is
separated by a diffraction grating into seven separate beams, six equally"
spaced beams on a 12 mm diameter circle, and one in the center of the
circle which serves as the reference.

Leaving the interferometer, the

10
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Figure 1.

VEM Layout

beams pass through a beam expander to enlarge the beam circle diameter
(Figure 1). Three of the outer beams strike the indenter mirror, and the
other three pass through holes in the indenter mirror and stage and
strike the sample mirror.

Because of the large beam circle diameter, the

beams avoid striking the central obscurations: the sample and the
indenter.

The light reflected from both mirrors then returns to the

interferometer.

Thus the positions of the sample and indenter mirrors

are continuously monitored by comparing the relative phases of the light
beams returning from the mirrors to the central reference beam.

The

computer subtracts the positions of the two mirrors to determine the
resulting indentation depth and multiplies the indenter mirror position by
the spring constant of the indenter parallel spring guide to determine the
indentation load.
To initiate a test, the actuator slowly raises the sample toward
the indenter until indenter motion is registered by the interferometer
implying that contact has been made between the sample and indenter.
The control loop then takes over and performs the chosen test.

To

perform a creep test, the control algorithm software instructs the VEM to
apply a chosen indenter load between 0.5 and 10 grams, hold the load
constant, and monitor changes in indentation depth.

Vice versa, to

perform a relaxation test, the VEM is instructed to produce a chosen
indentation depth between 0.1 and 5.0 microns, hold the indentation depth
constant, and monitor changes in indenter load.

The small indentation

loads and depths are necessary for characterizing thin films since the
affect of the film's substrate can only be neglected when the indentation
depth is less than 10 to 20% of the film thickness.!

For creep and relaxation tests, data are taken for 50 seconds, and
a monitor displays a graph of both indentation depth and indenter load
against time in one-second intervals.

Hard copy of the data can be

output on a dot matrix printer. To perform a scratch test, a chosen load
again between 0.5 and 10 grams is applied, the position is held constant,
and the sample is moved horizontally a chosen distance between 1 and 50
mm at a chosen velocity between 1 and 10 mm/sec.
For the scratch test or to move the sample to a position clear of
the indenter, the sample is translated horizontally by an air bearing stage
(Figure 1).

The stage is driven by a precision leadscrew and a fine-step

stepper motor.

A vane assembly bolts to one side of the air bearing to

trip slotted optical switches at the extremes of the stage's travel range.
When clear of the indenter, the sample mirror can be easily removed for
changing, repositioning, or examining the sample and repositioned in its
kinematic mount with nearly 100th wave repeatability.
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III.

VEM DESCRIPTION

The VEM vertical supporting frame stands about 1.1 m tall to
accommodate an unfolded optical axis to minimize mechanical deflection
and

vibration

effects

which

can

jeopardize

polarization interferometer (Figure 1).

the

integrity

of

the

The frame is bolted to the

baseplate which is 36 cm wide and 47 cm long, rests on three spherical
washer sets to avoid mounting stresses, and is bolted to an isolation table
to minimize external vibration transmission to the interferometer.

The

frame and baseplate are both constructed from 25 mm thick aluminum
plate.

All fabricated VEM parts are black anodized aluminum unless

otherwise noted.
The baseplate supports the translation stage, and thus the sample
assembly. The lower portion of the frame supports the indenter assembly,
the next portion supports the beam expander, and the upper portion is an
easily removable box constructed from 20 mm thick aluminum which
contains the polarization interferometer.

The interferometer, when

removed, can be used to monitor the motion of any test mirror.

This

modular arrangement facilitates relocation of the instrument.
Sample Assembly
The VEM can test material samples no bigger than 100 mm (4")
long, 3 mm (1/8") thick, and 20 mm (3/4") wide. The sample rests on a
200 mm diameter Pyrex mirror with quarter-wave flatness (Figure 2).
Two strips of low hysteresis damping material fix the sample flat against
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the mirror and in place lengthwise. The damping material is cemented to
a stainless steel strap fixture which screws into stainless steel clamps
cemented to the bottom of the mirror.

Three 10 mm diameter sapphire

balls are also cemented to the bottom of the mirror.

The balls sit on

three adjustable stainless steel V -grooves which provide the mirror with
fine tilt adjustment.

The sapphire balls and stainless steel V -grooves

provide a kinematic mount for the mirror.

The sample mirror can be

easily removed for changing or examining samples and repositioned with
nearly 1OOth wave repeatability.

INDENTER
MIRROR ~

INDENTER
SPRING
-GUIDE

SAMPLE

~CLAMP
SCREW
SAMPLE
SPRING
GUIDE

LINEAR
ACTUATOR

BASEPLATE_ /

Figure 2.

AIR BEARING

Sample-Indenter Region

The V-grooves are bolted to the floating stage of a parallel spring
guide which provides smooth, frictionless vertical motion.

The floating

stage is connected only to the two outriggers of the sample spring guide
through eight leaf springs.

The outriggers are in turn connected to the

two spring guide support stands with eight more leaf springs (Figure 3).
This type of leaf spring configuration makes the floating stage very stiff
to all motion except vertical translation.

The sample spring guide

contains two internal tension springs attached to two 80-pitch brass
knobs (Figure 1).

The height of the stage and sample can be finely

adjusted by rotating the brass knobs simultaneously.

A low hysteresis

damping material, placed between the stationary and moving parts of the
spring guide, damps vibration of the floating stage.

FLOATING STAGE

LEAF SPRING

OUTRIGGER

SUPPORT STAND

Figure 3. Exaggerated Parallel Spring Guide

The control loop algorithm uses the spring and damping constants
of the spring assembly to regulate control.

To determine the spring

constant, a known mass of water is squirted from a syringe into a small
cup resting on the floating stage and the resulting height change
monitored with the polarization interferometer.

The spring constant is

then the ratio of the mass of water to the change in mirror height.

The

damping constant is determined by tapping the stage and monitoring the
decay of its oscillatory motion with the interferometer.

A moving coil

linear actuator with a SmCo magnet with 30 microns of travel is nested
inside the parallel spring guide to drive the stage vertically.

The

actuator is wired to the electronics box which sits on the floor next to
the YEM to minimize vibration transmission.
Translation Stage
The translation stage air bearing requires clean, constant air
pressure whenever it is being driven by the leadscrew.
without adequate air pressure would ruin the stage.

Translation
Air from the

building passes through a ball valve for turning the air on and off, two
pressure switches to detect whether the air is on or off, a 50 micron
element filter, then a 5 micron element filter/regulator before entering
the air bearing at 30 psi through urethane hose.

The pressure switches

turn the stage power off when the air is off as a safety precaution.

The

air bearing pneumatics are mounted on a small table which sits on the
floor.
A vane assembly is bolted to one side of the air bearing stage to
trip slotted optical switches at the extremes of the stage's 20 cm travel

range (Figure 1).

Each switch consists of a gallium arsenide infrared-

emitting diode and a silicon phototransistor.

Mechanical stops back up

the optical switches to prevent the stage from traveling beyond its rail
which is bolted to the baseplate.
The slide is driven by a 2.5 mm pitch rolled-thread precision
leadscrew with a preloaded ball nut assembly to minimize backlash. Two
cylindrical flexures are situated parallel to the leadscrew on either side
of the nut.

One end of the flexures is attached to the nut, the other

end to the air bearing slide.

The flexure assembly is rigid to motion

parallel to the leadscrew for a solid connection between slide and nut.
The flexure assembly is compliant in the other two directions to
compensate for axial misalignment between the air bearing rail and the
leadscrew.
back-to-back

A single class 7 stainless steel, radial ball bearing and a
pair of class 7 stainless steel angular contact duplex

bearings support the leadscrew.

The stainless steel bearing housings are

bolted to the baseplate. A 25,000 steps per revolution stepper motor with
10 oz-in of torque rotates the leadscrew through a helical coupling. The
stepper motor is mounted to the baseplate of the instrument through
rubber isolation washers and the stepper motor driver sits on the air
bearing pneumatics table to minimize vibration transmission to the sample
and indenter apparatus.
Indenter Assembly
The VEM is equipped with three interchangeable indenters: a 1.6
mm diameter steel ball, a Knoop, and a Vickers. The Knoop and Vickers
indenters are pyramid shaped diamonds with different included angles.

The Knoop indenter leaves a diamond-shaped indentation; the Vickers, a
square-shaped indentation.
lengths and shaft diameters.

The indenters are modified to have identical
The chosen indenter slides into a stainless

steel holder and is clamped in place using a set screw with a ground and
polished large radius tip to prevent marring of the indenter shaft
(Figure 2).

The indenter should freely drop out of its holder under its

own weight when the set screw is released.

If not, the indenter shaft is

smoothed with fine sandpaper until it does. The indenter holder threads
into an 80 pitch aluminum bronze plug in the bottom of another parallel
spring guide. The height of the indenter is coarsely adjusted by rotating
the holder and fixed by tightening the indenter holder retaining nut.
The indenter spring guide has the same configuration as the
sample spring guide but the indenter spring guide is upside down.

The

indenter is attached to the bottom of the moving stage; an annular mirror
is kinematically mounted to the top of the stage.

The indenter mirror

and stage have three corresponding holes to allow light from the
interferometer to pass through to the lower sample mirror.

Three steel

V-grooves are cemented to the bottom of the 64 mm O.D. by 25 mm I.D.
BK-7 indenter mirror for kinematic mounting.

The V-grooves sit on 6

mm diameter hardened steel balls. The balls sit in sockets bored into the
moving stage.

A 40 pitch set screw with a ground and polished head

screws into the bottom of the moving stage and pushes against each ball
to adjust the ball's height in its socket.

Thus the tilt of the sample

mirror, which is totally enclosed in the indenter parallel spring guide, can
be adjusted from underneath the guide.
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To infer load accurately, the spring guide must be linear. Parallel
spring guides are linear only near their neutral position, that is, when all
leaf springs are aligned; however, the weight of the floating stage,
indenter, and mirror tends to misalign the springs. To insure linearity, a
central tension spring, stretched between the stage and the spring guide
mounting platform, counterbalances this weight.

As with the sample

spring guide, a low hysteresis damping material is placed between the
moving and stationary parts to damp vibrations.

This affects the spring

constant linearity but the control algorithm can offset this effect if the
damping constant is known.

As with the sample stage, the damping

constant is determined by tapping the stage and monitoring the damped
oscillations with the interferometer.

The spring constant is determined

by squirting a known mass of water into a membrane suspended from the
indenter holder and monitoring the resulting height change with the
interferometer.

The spring guide is calibrated and its linearity checked

by this method. The amount of damping material required to sufficiently
damp the indenter spring guide increased the design spring constant by a
factor of ten. This unfortunately reduces the controllable resolution by a
factor of ten.
The mounting platform for the indenter spring guide is bolted to a
midplate of the main frame.

Both the platform and midplate have six

corresponding holes to allow light from the interferometer to reach the
sample and indenter mirrors.
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IV.

POLARIZATION INTERFEROMETER

The polarization interferometer has a Twyman-Green configuration
and is patterned after a phase-sensing interferometer previously developed
at the Optical Sciences Center.2

A frequency-stabilized helium neon

(HeNe) laser is linearly polarized at 45 degrees to the major axis of the
polarization interferometer and is diffracted by a hexagonal grid grating
(Figure 4).

The ratio of the diffraction grating's grid spot size to grid

spacing was selected to place the first zero of the diffraction pattern
envelope on the second-order spots, thus redirecting the bulk of the beam
intensity into the zero- and first-order spots.

The central zero-order

spot and the six first-order spots pass through a lens which collimates
the relative positions between the spots.

Each spot, however, still has

the same spherical Gaussian profile as the laser beam entering the
grating.

The central spot serves as an absolute position reference.

Of

the six outer ' spots, three are eventually reflected from the sample
mirror, the other three from the indenter mirror.

Because the indenter

and sample obscure the centers of these mirrors, we must monitor and
average the positions of three symmetrically placed spots on each mirror,
which avoid the obscurations, to infer the positions of the mirror's
centers.

This averaging also removes any mirror tilt effects.

A lack of

parallelism in the sample only affects the angle with which the indenter
penetrates it.
The seven-spot beam, still linearly polarized at 45 degrees to the
major axis,

passes through a polarizing

beamsplitter cube.

The
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beamsplitter divides the beam so that the half of the light in the linear
s-polarization state is reflected to the reference arm mirror, and the
other half in the linear ^-polarization state is transmitted through a beam
expander to the sample and indenter mirrors of the test arm.

Leaving

the beamsplitter, each beam passes through a quarterwave plate with its
fast axis oriented at 45 degrees to the major axis.

This converts the

linearly polarized light into circularly polarized light.

The returning

beams again pass through the quarterwave plates which convert the
circularly polarized light back into linearly polarized light but of the
opposite sense:
originally

what was originally ^-polarization becomes p\ what was

-polarization becomes s. The beam originally reflected by the

beamsplitter

is

interferometer.

now

transmitted

to

the

interference

arm

of

the

The beam originally transmitted is reflected into the

interference arm.
Both returning beams entering the interference arm then travel
through another quarterwave plate oriented with its fast axis at 45
degrees. This turns one beam into right-handed circularly polarized light
and

the

other

into

left-handed

circularly

polarized

light.

The

superposition yields a set of seven linearly polarized spots where the
angle of polarization of each resultant spot is determined by the optical
path difference between the test and reference arms.

One wavelength of

optical path difference produces a 360-degree rotation of the linear
polarization plane.

The linearly polarized spots then pass through a

continuously rotating polarizer causing the intensity of each spot to vary
sinusoidally but with a phase determined by the optical path difference of
its components.
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The six outer spots of the beam are each a superposition of two
spherical wavefronts.

Each of the six resulting hull's eye interference

patterns, as well as the central reference spot, strikes individual
detectors.

Only the center disks of the hull's eye patterns are seen by

the detectors.

Each of the seven detectors is coupled to a phase-lock

loop to continuously monitor phase changes. The central noninterfering
reference spot comes only from the reference arm; it has no test arm
counterpart.

If the polarizing optics were perfect, the reference spot

would be circularly polarized, and only a constant level unmodulated
signal would be observed at its detector.

But since the optics are not

perfect, the central reference is slightly elliptically polarized yielding an
extremely stable sinusoidal reference signal for the phase-lock loops.
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As the test mirrors move, the optical path differences change, and
the phase-lock loops measure the corresponding phase shifts of the
detector signals. A 360 degree phase shift corresponds to one wavelength
of optical path difference change or one half wavelength of test mirror
(sample or indenter) motion.

The absolute motion of the test mirrors is

obtained by averaging the motion of the three spots and subtracting this
motion from the central reference.

By subtracting the absolute motions

of the sample mirror and indenter mirror, the VEM monitors the
indentation depth of the indenter into the sample.
Interferometer Details
The first component of the polarization interferometer is a 2.0
milliwatt, linearly polarized, HeNe laser which emits 0.6328 micron
wavelength light.

The laser must be turned on at least four hours, and

preferably a day, before data is taken to allow the laser to warm up and
stabilize.

The laser power supply rests on the air bearing pneumatic

table with the stepper motor driver.

The laser rests on the top plate of

the interferometer box and is adjusted with a dual-tripod assembly
(Figure 1).

Each tripod has two set screws and one spring plunger. The

set screws are used for initially aligning the interferometer's optical axis.
The tripods are bolted to the laser bracket, and the laser bracket is
bolted to the top plate of the interferometer box.
A hole in the top plate passes light to a collimator tube which is
bolted to the bottom of the top plate.

A hexagonal grid amplitude

diffraction grating sits on a lip of the collimator tube.

The lateral

position of the grating was adjusted by using three eccentric washers.
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The grating is clamped to the collimator with a threaded retainer.

To

prevent the retainer from marring the grating, a Teflon ring was
sandwiched between them.
The amplitude grating was produced by cutting a hexagonal grid
master pattern out of rubylith, photographically reducing the pattern
250X, and exposing the reduction onto an ultraflat, emulsion coated, high
resolution glass plate.

The ratio of the grid spot size to the grid spacing

was selected to place the first zero of the diffraction pattern envelope
on the second order spots thus redirecting the bulk of the beam intensity
into the zero- and first-order spots.

(Zero-order is approximately three

times more intense than first order.)

Instead of using a grating, the

laser beam could have been expanded and collimated, and only the small
portion of the beam located at the seven spots of interest would have
been used.

This method is quite energy inefficient, however, and the

light reaching the detectors would not be intense enough to detect.
Instead of buying a more powerful laser, a diffraction grating was
fabricated to redirect power.
The diffraction pattern collimating lens is a crown and flint,
precision optimized, spherical achromat with a multilayer antireflection
coating. The lens has a 100 mm focal length and is 26.5 mm in diameter.
It is mounted in a cell threaded into the collimator tube.

The distance

between the grating and the lens was adjusted by rotating the lens cell.
The distance for best collimation of the diffraction pattern was found
with the aid of a Zygo interferometer. The lens and its cell are fixed in
place with retaining rings.
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Once collimated, the beam strikes the 25 mm BK-7 polarizing
beamsplitter cube which rests on three small tabs projecting from the
beamsplitter mounting platform.

The cube is clamped to the platform

with a low-hysteresis damping material protective cushion between the
beamsplitter and the clamp.

The beamsplitter platform is bolted to a

quarter-wave plate box assembly which in turn is bolted to the baseplate
of the interferometer box.

The top plate of the waveplate box adds

stability to the waveplate assembly and has a central hole to allow the
diffracted light to pass through to the beamsplitter.

The beamsplitter

platform and the baseplate also have clearance holes; the baseplate
clearance hole is the alignment aperture.

The two side plates and the

bottom plate of the waveplate box are each cells for 50 mm diameter
quarter-wave mica retardation plates.

The waveplates are clamped in

place with Teflon rings and threaded retainers.
The light reflected into the reference arm of the interferometer
strikes a quarter-wave flat Pyrex mirror.

The 25.4 mm diameter mirror

sits in an optical mount with orthogonal tilt adjustment for aligning the
reference arm.

The longitudinal position of the reference mirror is very

important for fringe visibility.

For best fringe visibility, the nominal

optical path difference between the reference mirror and test mirror must
be an even integral number of laser cavity lengths.
cavity is 234 mm long.

The VEM laser

For the VEM layout, two cavity lengths of

optical path difference is most convenient.

But the optical path

differences of the sample and indenter mirrors are several centimeters
different.

Therefore the reference mirror position is adjusted so that the

optimum optical path difference occurs halfway between the sample and
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indenter mirrors.

The position of the reference mirror also affects the

size of the central disk and the number of outer rings visible on the
bull's eye interference patterns.

The reference mirror position adjusted

as described above yields a central disk size much larger than the 2.5 mm
diameter active detector area.

The mirror mount is bolted to the

interferometer baseplate through a slot to accommodate longitudinal
mirror position adjustment.
Light from the beamsplitter transmitted through the baseplate
alignment aperture

enters

the

beam

expander

diffraction pattern from 12 mm to 50 mm across.

which enlarges

the

The beam expander

aluminum tube is suspended from the frame, and its mounting screws are
accessed through holes in the interferometer baseplate.

The diverging

and collimating lenses of the beam expander are mounted inside the tube,
and the bottom lip of the tube fits in a groove in the frame midplate
enclosing the optical path.
The plane surface of the collimating lens faces the concave
surface of the diverging lens to minimize spherical aberration.

The

spherical aberration is then nearly eliminated by choosing the beam
expander magnification to be four. The beam expander tube serves as the
cell for the plano-convex B-270 collimating lens. The collimating lens has
a 200 mm focal length, a 75 mm diameter, and MgF2 antireflection
coatings. The 20 mm diameter, plano-concave BK-7 diverging lens has a
-50 mm focal length and MgF2 antireflection coatings.

The relative

separation of the lenses is adjusted by rotating the diverging lens cell
which threads into the tube.

With the aid of a Zygo interferometer, the
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separation is adjusted for best collimation in the zone of the diffraction
pattern.
The recombined test and reference beams form the interference
beam which passes through an 80 mm diameter polaroid sheet rotating at
30 Hz.

The sheet is clamped to the shaft of a 7 oz-in peak-torque DC

motor designed for smooth, quiet operation.

The motor electronics box

contains a voltage regulator to adjust and maintain constant rotation rate
and a heat sink to dissipate heat.

The polarizer motor and its box bolt

to an adapter plate which mounts to a side plate of the interferometer
box through rubber isolation bushings to reduce vibration transmission.
After passing through the polarizer, the six outer spots each
strike a BK-7 right-angle prism.

The 3.2 mm prisms have aluminized

hypotenuses and are cemented to a prism carousel. The carousel is bolted
to a detector flange which is in turn bolted to the side plate of the
interferometer box.

The prisms direct each reflected spot to a silicon

photodiode photodetector.

The detectors are mounted on individual

printed circuit (PC) boards designed at the Optical Sciences Center, and
the PC boards are symmetrically mounted around a detector ring using
nylon standoffs.

The central reference spot passes through the center of

the prism carousel.
of the detector ring.

Its detector and PC board are mounted on the back
The detector ring slides onto the detector flange,

and a hole in the ring indexes on a pin in the flange for positive
location.

The ring is secured with two radial set screws.

A detector

guard surrounds the detector ring and its associated hardware for
protection.
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The interferometer is also protected from dust and atmospheric
turbulence by covering the open ends of the interferometer box with
clear acrylic panels.

Thus the optical path is totally enclosed except at

the indenter-sample interface.

Possible environmental noise at the

interface is removed by the control loop, but laser frequency instabilities
are not.

Since large unequal path differences exist, laser frequency

changes will appear as optical path length changes and thus interpreted
as mirror motion.
being used.

Frequency instabilities depend on the individual laser

The best solution to this problem is to buy a frequency

stabilized laser.

The laser mode drift of the VEM HeNe laser was

checked by blocking up the sample mirror to ensure that any motion
detected by the interferometer would be due to laser frequency shift and
not mirror motion. After a four hour warm up period, the interferometer
output was stable to ±1.2 nm of apparent mirror motion, the measurable
resolution, over 50 second test periods.
frequency shifts of less than 2 MHz.

This corresponds to laser

If the environment is particularly

unstable in the region of the laser and the sample-indenter region, the
instrument should be enclosed in an environmental chamber to keep the
laser temperature stable and to prevent excessive vibration of the sample
and indenter mirrors.
Optical Alignment
Before aligning the instrument, the tilt of the sample mirror must
be adjusted so that it remains perpendicular to the indenter (parallel to
the air bearing axis) when translated by the air bearing.
adjusted using the two longitudinal adjustable V-grooves.

The tilt is
This is most
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easily accomplished by dial-indicating the mirror surface.

The third,

transverse V-groove is used in conjunction with the laser tripods to align
the optical axis initially by first removing all other optics and unplugging
the rotating polarizer. When the laser beam passes through the center of
the alignment aperture and its reflection comes back on itself, the axis is
defined and aligned.

An auxiliary polarizer is used to check that the

laser linear polarization plane is at 45 degrees to the chosen major axis.
The beam expander is inserted and its position adjusted until the
reflection again comes back on itself.

The diffraction pattern collimator

is then inserted and its position adjusted until the reflected diffraction
pattern comes back on itself.
An alignment jig made out of tracing paper and marked with the
desired diffraction pattern location is placed on the interferometer output
tube (detector flange).

The waveplate box and beamsplitter are then

inserted and adjusted to align the test arm diffraction pattern returning
from the sample mirror with that on the jig. The indenter mirror is then
inserted and its tilt also adjusted to align its reflected pattern with the
jig pattern.

Finally, the reference mirror tilt is adjusted to align the

returning reference arm pattern with the jig.

The reference arm tilt is

then finely tuned to produce the best bull's eye patterns.

After the

polarizer motor is plugged in, the jig removed, and the prism carousel,
detector ring and cover, and acrylic side plates replaced, the VEM is
ready to operate.
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V.

CONTROL

The VEM is controlled by a personal computer through an
electronics box (Figure 5).

The electronics box contains seven circuit

boards. Three of these boards control the stepper motor: input, control,
and output.

The computer sends the desired velocity, direction, and

distance of stage travel to the input board.

The control board generates

the number and rate of stepper motor pulses required to provide the
desired motion, and the output board sends the pulse train to the stepper
motor driver to produce the desired horizontal motion of the sample.
Two sets of optical limit switches terminate motion at the extremes of
the translation stage's travel.

A pressure switch, acting as a safety

interlock, disconnects stepper motor power when air is turned off to
prevent air bearing damage.

A second pressure switch is wired to an

analog-to-digital converter board to provide an air on/off signal to the
computer. Tests other than the scratch test must be run with the air off
because of air-pressure-induced vibrations.
A

12-bit digital-to-analog converter

board drives the linear

actuator and quantizes the actuator motion into 4096 steps.

One step

corresponds to 15 nm of vertical motion, the controllable resolution.
Multiplying this position resolution by the spring constant of the indenter
spring guide yields a controllable load resolution of 41 mg.
Two other boards contain the seven phase-lock loops which
monitor the interferometric data from the sample and indenter mirrors
and reference beam.

The sinusoidal light signals from the interferometer
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are converted to nominal 60-Hz electrical signals by the detectors and
amplified by the detector PC boards.

Because of the nonuniformity of

the diffraction pattern intensity, the outer spots are amplified three times
more than the central spot to normalize signal amplitudes. The amplified
signals then enter the phase-lock loops.
The relative phase of these 60-Hz signals is linearly related to
mirror motion; one cycle corresponds to one-half wavelength of mirror
motion.

The phase-lock loops resolve each cycle into 256 parts.

Thus

the measurable position resolution is then 1/512th of a wavelength or 1.2
nm. Multiplying this by the indenter spring constant yields a measurable
load resolution of 3.3 mg.

The discrepancy between measurable and

controllable resolutions is caused by the damping material induced factor
of ten increase over the designed indenter spring guide constant.
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The phase-lock loops convert mirror positions to 32 bit numbers
which are input to the computer resident algorithm.

The software

algorithm then closes the loop between the detected mirror motion and
linear actuator drive.

This control algorithm is based on a model of the

system's spring and damping constants and an estimate of material
characteristics.

The algorithm was conceived by defining a desired

second order response to given input parameters and using a direct digital
implementation to achieve that response. Using a damping factor close to
one, the control system bandwidth was selected to achieve the desired
response, the chosen indentation depth or load, within half a second after
contact is made.
The relaxation test software holds the separation of the sample
and indenter mirrors constant and is highly dependent on material
characteristics since the two mirrors are coupled by the material.

Thus,

the shape of the relaxation response curves tend to vary with material.
The creep test software holds only the position of the indenter mirror
constant and is therefore not as dependent on material.

The creep

response curves are thusly quite similar for different materials.
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VI. OPERATING PRODEDURES
To initiate the control algorithm, the personal computer is booted
with a floppy disk.

The algorithm software is entirely menu driven

through the PC keyboard. Through a monitor, the software meticulously
instructs the operator how to proceed. No operating manual is required.
The PC, keyboard, monitor, and dot matrix printer for hard copy sit on a
table next to but separate from the VEM to minimize vibration
transmission.
Drop Indentation Test
Once the computer is booted, the operator is instructed to select
the drop indentation test if this is the first test with the selected
material, indenter, operator combination.

This test first instructs the

operator how to load the material sample and set the indenter at the
correct height for the chosen material thickness. The test then helps the
operator to determine the drop indentation depth—the depth the indenter
penetrates the sample when the indenter's clamp screw is released by the
operator and the indenter allowed to drop onto the sample. This depth is
used to set the initial separation between the indenter and sample to
within 5 microns.

Prior to a test, the VEM will request this depth,

offset the sample height by this amount plus a small offset, and then
instruct the operator to gently release the indenter clamp and allow the
indenter to drop.

The VEM then retracts the sample, slides the sample
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to a new position, and begins the chosen test confident that the indenter
is located within the 30 micron vertical range of the actuator.
To determine this depth, the VEM translates the sample from the
VIEW position, clear of the indenter, to the TEST position, underneath
the indenter, fully raises the sample by applying positive full-load current
to the linear actuator, and instructs the operator to gently drop the
indenter. The VEM then translates the sample 2 mm, retracts the sample
5 microns, translates the sample 2 mm, etc. until negative full-load
current is reached thus moving the actuator through its entire vertical
range.

The operator then slides the indenter back up into its holder and

the VEM translates the sample to the VIEW position. The operator then
removes the mirror and counts the number of 2 mm steps with visible
scratches.

The drop indentation depth is the number of scratched steps

times 5 microns. The VEM instructs the operator to run this test several
times and to use the deepest indentation as the input to the VEM test
menu.
VEM Test Menu
Once the drop indentation depth has been determined, the VEM
instructs the operator to select the VEM operating menu. The VEM menu
first tells the operator to turn on the stage air, select the desired
operation, and enter the requested test parameters through the PC
keyboard: TEST moves the sample under the indenter; VIEW moves the
sample clear of the indenter;

the INDENT (creep) test maintains a

chosen indentation load (0.5 to 10 gm by 0.1 gm increments) and monitors
the resulting indentation depth;

the RELAX (relaxation) test maintains a
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chosen indentation depth (0.1 to 5 microns by 0.1 micron increments) and
monitors the resulting load; the SCRATCH test applies a chosen
indentation load (0.5 to 10 gm by 0.1 gm increments), holds position, and
moves the sample at a chosen constant velocity (1 to 10 mm/sec by 1
mm/sec increments) a chosen distance (1 to 50 mm by 1 mm increments).
In addition to these test parameters, the YEM menu will ask for the
material thickness to the nearest micron and the drop indentation depth
(0 to material thickness by 1 micron increments), and then give the
operator an opportunity to correct the chosen parameters, return to the
main menu, or proceed with the test.
To proceed, the VEM menu instructs the operator to place the ,
sample on the stage, and the VEM moves the stage from the VIEW to the
TEST position and raises the sample by the drop indentation depth plus
an offset.

The menu then instructs the operator to turn the air off,

gently drop the indenter into contact with the sample, and clamp it in
place.

The VEM retracts the sample, instructs the operator to turn the

air on, translates the sample 1 mm, instructs the operator to turn the air
off, and waits 30 seconds for mechanical settling before beginning the
calibration process.

For a SCRATCH test, the air is left on so that the

air bearing can translate to make the scratch and a mechanical settling
time prior to calibration is ineffective.
Calibration is the process of determining when the sample and
indenter initially come into contact. The linear actuator slowly raises the
sample towards the indenter.

The simplest way to detect contact would

be to observe the motion of the indenter mirror with the interferometer.
When the mirror moves, the indenter and sample are in contact.

But
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since the control loop is not closed until contact is made, environmental
noise may cause the indenter mirror to move before contact is realized.
Consequently, instead of looking at the indenter mirror motion, the VEM
looks at the indenter mirror velocity, the slope of the indenter motion,
since noise velocities are much lower than the velocity of the rising
actuator.

When the indenter mirror velocity reaches a chosen threshold

greater than noise velocities, contact has been made.

The calibration

load at which contact is detected is neglected when the test runs.

The

magnitude of this load is material and indenter dependent, but it is
generally less than 0.2 grams.
If the entered drop indentation depth is too small, the sample will
contact the indenter too soon and the VEM menu will tell the operator to
turn the brass adjustment knobs counterclockwise to lower the sample and
to enter a larger drop indentation depth the next time a test is run.

If

contact is made before the actuator reaches the center of its travel
range, the dynamic range of the operating loop is truncated and the loop
will not perform correctly.

If the entered drop indentation depth is too

large, the sample will never contact the indenter. The menu will instruct
the operator to turn the brass knobs clockwise to raise the sample and
enter a smaller drop indentation depth for the next test.
Once contact is made, the chosen test is run.

If during a test,

the indentation depth exceeds half the material thickness, the test is
terminated.

This safety feature protects the sample mirror from possible

damage during a test.

For INDENT and RELAX tests, data is taken for

50 seconds, and the monitor displays a graph of both indentation depth
and

indenter

load

against

time

in

one-second

increments.

The
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fluctuations around the desired constant value of the controlled parameter
(load or indentation) indicate actual control performance.
SCRATCH test, the desired

scr~tch

is produced.

For a

When · testing 1s

complete, the VEM menu instructs the operator to push the indenter back
up into its holder and turn the air on, and the VEM translates the
sample to the VIEW position. The operator can view the data one second
at a time on the monitor or produce hard copy of the data in either
graphical or tabular form using the dot matrix printer (Figure 6).
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VII.

RESULTS

To demonstrate the capabilities and performance of the VEM, we
performed various creep and relaxation tests on several materials:

23.4-

micron thick polyethylene terephthalate (PET); 4-micron thick magnetic
coating on a 23.4-micron thick PET substrate, 3 mm thick acrylic sheet
(Plexiglas), and 3-mm thick hardened tool steel.
using

the

Vickers

diamond

indenter

at each

Ten tests were run
of

several

different

indentation loads and depths to test for repeatability and agreement with
expected trends.
The response curves for the magnetic coating (Figure 7) show that
the indentation depth increases when the load is held constant during the
creep test, and that load decreases when the indentation depth is held
constant during the relaxation test, as expected for a viscous material.
The curves for the PET and acrylic are similar, while the curves for the
steel show little or no creep or relaxation, again as expected, since steel
is elastic for small loads.
The averaged results of the various tests are summarized in
Table I for zero-time, the instant the control variable reaches the chosen
value, and at 50 seconds.

For relaxation tests at zero-time, the resulting

indentation loads were found to be repeatable to better than 20%.

At 50

seconds, the indentation loads were also repeatable to better than 20%,
except where the resulting loads were less than 0.7 grams.
small loads occur at late times, the results are unreliable.

When very
Similarly, for

creep tests, results were repeatable to better than 10% for resulting
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indentation depths of greater than 0.6 microns and repeatable to better
than 30% for resulting indentation depths of less than 0.6 microns. These
results are quite reasonable considering that each test occurs at a
different location on a not necessarily homogeneous material, and that
the neglected calibration loads may have been different for each test.
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Figure 7. Creep and Relaxation Tests on Magnetic Tape
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The data also show that the load resulting from a given
indentation depth in a relaxation test agrees with the load required to
induce the same indentation depth in a creep test and vice versa; the
indentation depth resulting from a given load in a creep test agrees with
the indentation depth required to produce the same load in a relaxation
test to within

10%.

This further indicates the reliability of

the

measurements performed by the VEM.

Table I.
Summary of Averaged Creep and Relaxation
Data at Zero-Time and 50 seconds
RELAXATION
Indentation
Depth

CREEP

Load

Load

(grams)

(grams)

(microns)

Material

Indentation
Depth
(microns)
Zero-Time 50 sec

Zero-Time 50 sec

PET

2.5

4.64±0.41

4.36±0.53

4.7

2.5310.10

2.5710.12

Magnetic
Coating

0.5

0.5010.10

0.2010.16

0.5

0.5110.08

0.5810.13

3.0

7.6810.85

6.5810.60

8.0

3.05+0.04

3.1110.04

1.2

1.0710.09

0.41+0.15

1.0

1.12+0.10

1.3910.12

2.1

2.40+0.05

1.63+0.07

2.5

2.1110.07

2.43+0.04

3.4

4.0810.25

3.14+0.11

5.0

3.39+0.29

3.9610.24

0.2

1.06+0.21

0.66+0.41

1.0

0.16+0.04

0.18+0.05

0.3

1.8810.25

1.68+0.32

1.5

0.3410.04

0.34+0.03

0.4

2.59+0.15

2.95+0.25

2.5

0.40+0.05

0.40+0.04

Acrylic

Tool
Steel
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Reproducible microscratches were made on all four materials.
Microscratches could be used to measure the adhesion of thin films to
their substrate.

An adhesion test entails scratching the material at

various loads and examining the scratches with a microscope to determine
which load stripped the film from its substrate.
The VEM could also be used as a pseudomicrohardness tester.
Existing

microhardness

testers

employ

standard

conditions to indent a material sample.

loads and

loading

The size of the resulting

indentation is then determined with a microscope and used to calculate
microhardness. The VEM can apply a standard load but not with standard
loading conditions.

If the VEM indentation depth data and the shape of

the indenter are used to determine the size of the resulting indentation,
the need for a microscope is eliminated.

However, the microhardness

numbers calculated in this fashion include elastic as well as plastic
deformation; standard

microhardness

is a measure only

of

plastic

(permanent) deformation. Thus this method is valid only when the elastic
contribution to the indentation is negligible.

In spite of the fact that

the validity of this assumption is questionable at small loads and that
loading conditions are not identical to those used in standard testers,
initial results indicate that hardness numbers determined from the initial
VEM data have a good order-of-magnitude correlation with the hardnesses
determined by commercial microhardness testers on the same materials.
The size of the VEM indentations could be determined with a microscope
a posteriori to eliminate the elastic contribution although this does not

fully utilize the capabilities of the instrument.
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Vffl.

CONCLUSIONS

A new type of computer-controlled instrument, the VEM, has been
described.

It can independently control and measure indentation depths

and loads in situ during indentation tests of thin materials.

As evidenced

by the presented resolution, repeatability, and agreement with expected
trends of initial data, the VEM can reliably study the microviscoelastic
creep and relaxation properties of thin materials.
The VEM can also generate microscratches which can be used to
test

adhesive

properties

pseudomicrohardness tester.

of

thin

films

and

function

as

a

The VEM, a sophisticated optoelectronic

instrument, may prove a valuable research tool for material scientists and
engineers.
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